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Abstract. Classify in vivo confocal microscopy corneal images by tortu-
osity is complicated by the presence of variable numbers of fibres of differ-
ent tortuosity level. Instead of designing a function combining manually
selected features into a single coefficient, as done in the literature, we pro-
pose a supervised approach which selects automatically the most relevant
combination of shape features from a pre-defined dictionary. To our best
knowledge, we are the first to consider features at different spatial scales
and show experimentally their relevance in tortuosity modelling. Our
results, obtained with a set of 100 images and 20 fold cross-validation,
suggest that multinomial logistic ordinal regression, trained on consen-
sus ground truth from 3 experts, yields an accuracy indistinguishable,
overall, from that of experts when compared against each other.

1 Introduction

Corneal nerves regulate corneal epithelial integrity, proliferation, and wound
healing [1]. Recently, quantitative studies using IVCM have led to the devel-
opment of quantitative methods for morphometric parameters such as width,
reflectivity, orientation, branching patterns [1]. We concentrate here on tortuos-
ity. The physiology of nerve fibres tortuosity and its role in pathologies are not
yet clear. Recent studies (e.g., [2, 3]) are based on a manual qualitative assess-
ment of corneal nerve tortuosity. Intra-observer and inter-observer variability
can be high and unsuitable for an objective and reproducible evaluation [4, 5].
Quantitative measures of vascular tortuosity have been developed for the retinal
vasculature as observed in fundus camera images [6–10] and for the 3-D brain
vasculature [11]. The distance measure (DM) has been widely used (e.g., [6]),
and its limitations have been discussed elsewhere [8]. [10, 11] proposed a differ-
ent measure in which DM is multiplied by the number of inflection points along
vessels. Curvature-based measures are integral functions of curvature estimates
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along the vessel’s centreline, often weighted sums of absolute or squared curva-
tures: e.g., [7] compared seven such measures using two classification problems,
classifying blood vessel segments as tortuous or non-tortuous, and classifying
the whole vessel network. They found the total squared curvature measure to
yield the closest results to the ophthalmologist’s notion of tortuosity. In com-
parison, little work exists on the tortuosity of corneal fibres. [5] were the first to
propose an objective, semi-automated method for quantifying sub-basal nerve
tortuosity. [12] adapted the algorithm in [10] to work with corneal nerve images;
the algorithm performed well with a data set of 30 images divided into 3 classes
by a single ophthalmologist. We present a novel approach to the estimation of
corneal fibre tortuosity, suitable for retinal vessels as well. We do not propose
a single formula capturing tortuosity by combining arguably relevant features;
instead, we use a supervised-learning approach with feature selection, in which
the most discriminative morphometric features (e.g., curvature, number of in-
flection points) are identified from a dictionary compiled off-line. Moreover, we
adopt a multiple-scale approach, so that a trained classifier can automatically
learn (1) which feature groups associate with expert’s judgement, and (2) what
spatial scales are relevant for each feature. We validate our system with a set
of 100 corneal nerve images captured using IVCM, and scored independently
by the three ophthalmologists authors labelling tortuosity as normal, mild, high
and severe. Results show that the accuracy of our method in replicating each
observer’s judgement is comparable or higher than the best observer hold out
(88.89%, 76.67%, 77.22% vs 76.67%, 76.67%, 75%, respectively).

2 Materials

One hundred images of corneal subbasal nerve plexus with different grades of
tortuosity, obtained by confocal microscopy were obtained by the clinical authors
(removed for anonymity). We observe that similar studies [5, 12] report tests
with similar or smaller number of images. The images were chosen so to balance
image numbers in each of the 4 tortuosity classes considered. Nerves were traced
manually to make the tortuosity estimation independent of the algorithm used
to trace them automatically. We concentrate on major nerves in this study (see
Fig. 1). Agreement is modest (under 50%), in line with previously reported
work [4, 5]. We generate a set of Consensus Ground Truth (CGT) images: at
least two observers agreed independently on a class class, which becomes the
CGT class for the image. In our dataset, 90 images out of 100 were included into
the CGT. We assume all experts equally experienced, which applies to our case.

3 Methods

In essence, we compute image-level features extracted from each fibre using a
multiple-scale approach, select automatically the most discriminative ones (best
associating with expert judgement), then train a classifier with the selected fea-
tures. The system is composed by 4 modules: multiple-scale fibre-level features
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(a) (b)

Fig. 1. Example of manually traced corneal fibres: (a) low and (b) severe cases. Main
fibres are traced in red.

extraction, image-level features combination, feature selection, supervised clas-
sification.

3.1 Multiple-scale fibre-level features extraction

Several fibre-level tortuosity features have been proposed in the literature [6–8,
10]. Recent results indicate that the number of inflection points (at which the
sign of the curvature changes) and curvature along the fibre or vessel are relevant
tortuosity definitions [13], hence we include them in our dictionary of features.
Accurate curvature estimation from samples is a well-known tricky task [14–16].
Two main issues are window size selection and accuracy. Window size selection
is crucial in all algorithms defining a support window, e.g. [15], and errors occur
if the window size is not locally adequate. Moreover, the accuracy of previously
reported methods is not uniformly satisfactory [14–16]. We devised a multiple-
window curve fitting algorithm for digital curvature estimation leading to very
accurate results and robust to signal variations and noise. The method has these
steps:

1. At each pixel, apply a local ellipse fitting and line fitting using the smallest
window size in a pre-defined range R = [wm, wM ]3;

2. choose the best fitting function (ellipse or line) based on the sum of squared
errors;

3. if ellipse-arc is the best fitting function, compute curvature using analytical
derivatives on the estimated ellipse, else consider the curvature zero;

4. repeat 1. - 3. for all windows in R;
5. select the maximum estimated curvature over all windows after median fil-

tering to eliminate small, spurious peaks.

3To be determined empirically in order to reject a certain noise level (wm), to take
into account the curvature of the longest fibre’s partition between two inflection points
(wM ).
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We use an ellipse-specific linear least-squares algorithm [17] as the best compro-
mise between accuracy and computational efficiency. As to fibre-level features,
we consider: average curvature along the fibre, i.e. kmean; “twistedness” or den-
sity of inflection points, dip; maximum curvature along the fibre kM . We reckon
that density of inflection points, rather than just inflection points number, can
yield fairer comparison among fibres of different length; if the number of inflec-
tion points per length unit is the same in a long and a short fibres, the two
should be considered equally tortuous in terms of inflection points. We also in-
clude the maximum curvature in the feature vector to improve discrimination.
To capture the full structure of a digital fibre (signal), we use a multiple-scale
approach, and build a Gaussian scale-space with discretised Gaussian kernels.
In summary, our fibre-level features are: {kmean(t)} for t ∈ {1, . . . , tM}; {dip(t)}
for t ∈ {1, . . . , tM}; {kM (t)} for t ∈ {1, . . . , tM}; where tM is the maximum scale
t used.

3.2 Image-level features combination

Associating a whole image containing multiple fibres with a tortuosity class is
made difficult by the variable number and length of fibres per image, and by
the potentially large differences of fibre tortuosity in the same image. In order
to solve these problems simultaneously, we use a weighted average of fibre-level
features, in which weights are fibre’s length at scale t. Denoting the length of
the ith fibre as li(t) at scale t and the total number of fibres within an image as
Nf , our image-level features become the weighted average of:

– kmean(t) at scale t i.e., Kmean(t) =
∑Nf

i=1 li(t)kmean(t)∑Nf
i=1 li(t)

;

– dip(t) at scale t i.e., Dip(t) =
∑Nf

i=1 li(t)dip(t)∑Nf
i=1 li(t)

;

– kM (t) at scale t i.e., KM (t) =
∑Nf

i=1 li(t)kM (t)∑Nf
i=1 li(t)

.

3.3 Feature selection

Feature Selection (FS) highlights at what scale a feature is most relevant for tor-
tuosity assessment, and reveals which features are important at different scales.
Here we investigate two main FS approaches: wrappers and embedded methods.
Wrappers use the learning machine of interest as a black box to score subsets
of feature according to their predictive power. Exhaustive search (“brute force”)
is guaranteed to find the optimal solution; every other method is sub-optimal.
The possibility of using this approach is limited by the number of features and
the complexity of the algorithm used to score the selected combination. Since
the feature vector we use is made up of a small number of features (i.e. less than
20), a wrapper can be applied to some extent, if paired with a low complexity
classification algorithm. When exhaustive search is not feasible, mainly due to
the complexity of the classification algorithm, we use a method embedded in the
Random Forests (RF) which rank features by importance.
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3.4 Supervised classification

As tortuosity classes are naturally ordered, we use two ordinal regression meth-
ods: Multinomial Logistic Ordinal Regression (MLOR) and Ordinal SVM (OSVM).
Being MLOR relatively simple and fast, we use it in the feature selection wrap-
per using exhaustive search. Otherwise, we use OSVM [18] (more complex) and
RF feature selection (sub-optimal search).

4 Experiments and Results

4.1 Performance measures

We use the standard average Accuracy (Acc), Sensitivity (Se), Specificity (Sp),
Positive predictive value (Ppv) and Negative predictive value (Npv). Notice that
we use macro-averaging being our dataset balanced (see [19]). To account for
ordinal information, we use also Mean Squared Error (MSE) and Mean Absolute
Error (MAE).

4.2 Association with consensus GT

In order to assess the ability of the proposed frameworks to replicate the con-
sensus ground truth, we use a double cross-validation (one within the other)
on the whole dataset of 90 images (CGT) for each framework. The “external”
cross-validation is used for testing, whereas the “internal” is used either to esti-
mate the best model parameters (OSVM) or to select the best combination of
features (MLOR) for each unseen testing partition. Given the modest dimension
of our dataset, we use a 20-fold testing cross-validation for both MLOR and
OSVM to keep the comparison consistent. To assess the best combination of
features in the MLOR framework, we let the wrapper procedure score all com-
binations from

(
nf

1

)
to

(
nf

nmax

)
, where nf is the total number of features (18, as

we consider 6 scales when extracting multiple-scale features) and nmax is the
maximum number of features in each combination (3 in the best case). Feature
selection in the OSVM framework is done by ranking features according to their
importance estimated by a random forest of 1000 decision trees with a node size
of 10. Then, starting from the most important, we sequentially add less impor-
tant features until nmax (4 in the best case) to make combinations which are
scored using the out-of-bag error [20]. Once the best combination of features
has been estimated, the best cost parameter CSVM of the soft-margin SVM
with the perceptron kernel [18] is estimated by the “internal” cross-validation
(log2 CSVM = −10,−8, . . . , 10). Table 1 shows the comparison between the pro-
posed methods in terms of all performance measures defined in Section 4.1.
These results suggest that MLOR better replicates the consensus ground truth.
Interestingly, both methods show a MSE slightly higher than MAE, meaning
that most of the misclassified images are swapped of just one class, a desirable
property in ordinal regression problems.
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Table 1. Performance measures of the proposed approaches using CGT as ground
truth.

Perfomance measures MLOR OSVM

Acc 84.44% 80.56%
Se 69.77% 61.94%
Sp 89.50% 86.86%
Ppv 69.75% 62.61%
Npv 89.48% 86.84%
MSE 0.3444 0.4222
MAE 0.3222 0.4000

Table 2. Comparison in terms of Accuracy between our best framework based on the
MLOR with other observers, when each observer is taken as ground truth. “AK”, “PH”
and “SA” are the clinical authors. Best results are bolded.

AK PH SA MLOR

AK 100% 76.67% 75% 88.89%
PH 76.67% 100% 73.89% 76.67%
SA 75% 73.89% 100% 77.22%

4.3 Association with individual GT

In this experiment, we take the classification given by one ophthalmologist as
ground truth, and we compare the performance of our best framework (based
on the MLOR and trained using the CGT) with the other two observers. As
Table 2 suggests, the agreement of our automatic method is, overall, completely
comparable with the agreement among experts.

4.4 Multiple-scale approach justification

To evaluate the effectiveness of a multiple-scale approach, we analyse the best
combination of features for each partition in both MLOR and OSVM case. Fig-
ure 2 shows the frequency with which combinations are chosen by the wrapper
procedure in the MLOR (in the best case as in Section 4.2). The combina-
tion {Kmean(2),Kmean(5)} is chosen in 17 out of 20 cases, thus suggesting that
weighted mean curvature extracted at multiple scales is very discriminative when
using this framework. In the OSVM best case there is not a repeatable best com-
bination, but we still observe that weighted mean curvature at multiple scales is
a frequent subset of best features (the subset {Kmean(3),Kmean(4),Kmean(5)}
is chosen 8 times).

5 Conclusions

Classify IVCM corneal images in terms of tortuosity is made difficult by variable
number of fibres and variable level of tortuosity in the same image. We proposed
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Fig. 2. Frequency of the combinations chosen in the MLOR framework.
{Kmean(2),Kmean(5)} is chosen in 17 (out of 20)cases.

a novel supervised approach for tortuosity classification in which discriminative
features such as curvature and number of inflection points are automatically
selected and combined with the aim of replicating expert’s judgement. To the
best of our knowledge, we are the the first who take into account scale infor-
mation which, as our results suggested, is relevant. Experimental results suggest
that MLOR, trained using the consensus ground truth, is capable of replicat-
ing each observer’s predictions as well as the best observer hold out would do
or even better, which is the best an automated system can do when tested on
ophthalmologist’s ground truth. The performances of the proposed frameworks
were assessed on unseen images by means of cross-validations.
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